Finding Aid to the James W. Foley Papers

Foley, James W., 1874-1939
James W. Foley Papers, 1923-1958
16 items
Small Collection 407

OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the NDSU Archives.

Provenance: Donated by Mrs. J. S. Burgum in 1953 (Acc. 407).

Property rights: The NDSU Archives owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the NDSU Archives.

Citation: [Identification of item]. James W. Foley Papers (SC 407), NDSU Archives, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

Author, North Dakota poet laureate, and pioneer journalist.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Correspondence; poetry; copies of North Dakota Hymn, the official state song (to which Foley wrote the words); and newspaper clippings.
FOLDER LIST

Folder  Content

Correspondence; poetry; copies of North Dakota Hymn, the official state song (to which Foley wrote the words); and newspaper clippings.